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THE STUDENT PRODUCED

UNCC
students
vandalize
campus
By

NICOLE SERVICE

staff writer
·On December 2, six. University
of North Carolina-Charlotte freshmen were caught with stolen property.
An eyewitne s reported seeing

the students trying to cut a greek
flag from its pole next to the student center parking lot after a performance of The Nutcracker in
Wheelwright Auditorium.
member
of
Coastal
.A
Carolina's police stopped the
reported car in the Wall parking
lot. The officer called City of
Conway police for assistance, since
he was the only campus officer on
duty.
At first the men denied any
accusations but reluctantly agreed
to let the police search their car
after hearing that there had been
an eyewitness. Police reports state
that while officer from campus
police and the City of Conway
were searching the car, they found
both Quail Run and Coastal
Carolina street signs in the trunk.
Stealing property, including
road signs, is a larceny. Instead,
campus police gave the men trespass warnings, meaning if they are
caught on campus ~n the next six
months they will be immediately
~rrested. Coastal's Dean of
Students reported the incident to
the Chancellor of Students at
UNC Charlotte.
UNC Charlotte officials investigated the incident and discovered
that the crime was a fraternity
encouraged action. The six men,
as well as their fraternity. were reprimanded. The six offenders were
put on probation and sentenced to
community service by UNC
Charlotte administration.
Members of Coastal's administration say they are very pleased
with the actions taken and also
stated that they would have acted
in the same way if members of
Coastal's student body had vandalized another campus.

Bil Edmonds/campu
With construction projects like the Humanities Building and the Welcome Center nearing completion, the Coas al Caro Ina ut'
rising. meanwhile, the newest figures from the Govenor's office project budget cuts for higher education leaving coastal

State budget c t co
•
Increase,
0 e
By PHIUP

SELLERS

editor in chief
University president Ron
Ingle is optimistic as he
approaches the coming fiscal
year. With woes of budget cuts,
Ingle feels the university is in a
good position.
"Its early in the game", said
Ingle. "I will make my case
before the General Assembly
next Wednesday (January 24)."
Coastal's situation is different from the other state funded
institutions. With several new
onstruction projects slated for
completion in the coming
months, Coastal's utility bill will
Add the
increase heartily.
increased utilities to the standard increase in expenses
incurred every year, and the
University is looking at a need of
nearly $1.5 million extra next

year.
Cuts in the state's budget for
2001-02 combined with the
increased
needs
of
the
University will cau e tuition
increases. Ingle said he is committed to keeping those tuition
increases as small as po sible.
"I fear that tuition increa es
will be larger than I first expected," he said, "But, the tuition
increa es will not be as drastic as
other institutions in the state."
Curtently. Coastal's tuition is
about 5 percent lower than the
state average. Ingle expects the
tuition to raise to the state average.
Ingle has immediately instituted new policy to try and preerve money as the univ rsity i
able. For in tance, if uni ersity
staff (not faculty) leave, a one
month tay ~I1 be instated
before anyone el e is hired in

Bush promise to "
New prez
must now
make good on
campaign
promise to
unite

BY ZEB EcKERT
U-Win DC Burellu
(U-WIRE) WASH I GTO
Calling on a fresh spirit of national
civility, George W Bush took the oath
of office as America's 43rd president
Saturday, a day marked by the triumphs and ironies of American
democracy and the reminder of a
volatile election.

that position.
"That' one month' alary
the university does not hav to
pay." aid Ingle.
Ingle al 0 aid that h i committed to keeping the quality of
the instution. Improvemen in
curriculum and Universit program are still importan Th e
change may have to wait another year until the mone i available.
tate fund ma e up Ie
than 20 percen of the operating
budget on Coa tal' campu. A
traight 15 perc nt cut ouid
mean a los of 2 million.
orne state program hav
been spared from the cuts. In·
tate students who receiv th
Palmetto Fellow or Palmetto Ufi
cholarship can count on tho
program to continu ,at 'cdy
the arne amounts that W f initiaU promLed.

"
"Toda we affirm a new commit·
ment to live out our nation' promi
through civility. courage, compa ion
and character," the 54-year-old Texan
told the nation as thi cloud and
winter rain ho ered over
p s
Washington.
Bush's speech was viewed both as
a critical step in mending po 1tion scars and a powerlul indicato of
what the next four ears will hold.

"Th go emor' pJi
perc nt wIll no h v ny 1
on th Palm tto
10
hip program 0 th P 1m tto
Uf,
holarship program,
Charlie Fitz imon of th
High r Education Comm] ion
Other tate fund d m Utu-

on th
niv
pu ,Palm ald.
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Wanted: Peer Health
Educators1
The Peer Health Education
program is taking campuses by
storm, and Coastal is soon to
join. It is a program used to
teach students of health and
lifestyle i sues to help reach one's
own conclusion and make appropriate choices. This program
works because it is based on factual information, helps students
consider consequences of behaviors and actions, and respects students' emotional needs and priva·
cy. For more information on
becoming a Peer Health Educator,
please stop by Student Health
Services, 204 University Blvd., or
call 347·7466, no later than
January 29, 2001.

Coastal dean named
Conservation Educator
of the Year
Coastal's dean of Natural and
Applied
Sciences,
Valgene
Dunham, has been named the
2000 Conservation Educator of
the year by the Horry Soil and
Water Conservation District.
This award is given to educators
dedicated to improving educational instruction and public
awareness regarding conservation
issues.

Coastal's Theater
presents "Medea"
Coastal's Theater will present
"Medea Construct," an off-beat
interpretation of Euripides' cIas·
sic play about love and betrayal,
at Wheelwright Auditorium
Friday, Jan. 26 and Saturday, Jan.
27 at 7:30 p.m.; and Sunday, Jan.
28 at 3 p.m. TIckets are $10, $5
for students under 18, and free
with a Coastal ID. Call the
Wheelwright Box Office at 3492502.

Online Course
available at Coastal
Coastal's
Division
of
Extended Learning and Public
Services will offer more than 200
courses that will be delivered via
the Internet and e-mail. This
program is ideal for those who are
looking to upgrade their job skills
but find it inconvenient or
impossible to participate in an
actual classroom. Some courses
that will be offered will include
alternative health, creative and
technical writing. digital produc·

J

tion, E-Commerce, Microsoft
Office, online marketing, programming languages, and small
business. Participants may con·
tact instructors at any time
through e-mail and detailed
answers to questions are usually
available within 24 hours. For
more information, call 349-2665
or visit www.coastal.edullearn on
the internet.

Coastal announces
African-American
Celebration events
The celebration is designed to
capture the art, history. music
and achievements of MricanAmericans. 'The series of events
began January 12 and will be
held through April lIon
Coastal's campus. The following
events have been scheduled:
Jan. 12 - "Peace Circle" honoring
Martin Luther King Jr.
Feb. 3 - Lois Dawson, acclaimed
jaz7Jblues singer, will perform
at 7:30 p.m. in the WaH
Auditorium. (Tickets are $10
and $5 for students under 18.)
Feb. II - Greater Gospel Sing
Out,
featUring
Coastal's
Gospel Choir with guest choirs
from around the region, will
perform at 4:30 p.m. in the
Wheelwright Auditorium.
Feb. 20-21 - Sankofa AfricanAmerican Museum on Wheels,
a traveling exhibit highlighting
achieve·
Mrican·American
ments and inventions, will be
displayed in Wall Auditorium
from 10-4 p.m. Feb, 20 and
from 9-3 p.m. Feb. 21.
March 28 - Poetry Readingl
Readings of one's own poem or
those written by their favorite
Mrican-American poets at
12:30 p.m. in the Wall
Auditorium. Students, faculty
and staff, and members of the
community are welcome to
come.
April 11 - Cultural Celebration, a
day-long festival celebrating
cultural diversity through
music, art, performance. and
food, from II a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
in Spadoni Park. There will be
a charge for refreshments and
other items on sale.
For more information, call
Coastal's Office of Multicultural
Student Services at 349·2304.

continued on page A3

CCU founder,benefactor dies at 86
By JEN COFFIN
staff writer
Dr. Robert Cathcart Smith has
left his imprint on Coastal's science building, as well as dozens of
other places.
Smith, a retired physician and
one of the founders of Coastal,
died Jan. I, 2001 at his Murrells
Inlet horne.
He is remembered for his medical assistance to the community
and his efforts to help build a large
medical base in the county.
Although he retired in the 1980s
to Murrells Inlet after 38 years of
medical practice, Smith did not
quit working. In April 1998, the
R. Cathcart Smith Science Center

was named for the retired doctor,
who was the first president of the
Coastal Educational Foundation
Inc. He gave m·ore than 40 years of
continuous volunteer service to
the school and was trustee emeritus of the board of trustees at
Coastal.
Until last year, Smith was still
treating patients at toe Smith
Medical Clinic at Baskervill
Ministries. He opened the free
clinic in 1985, the year he retired
from Conway Internists, which he
founded in 1947.
Smith's funeral was Jan. 4,
2001 at All Saints Episcopal
Church in Pawleys Island.

courtesy "Of Marketing & Communclations

R. Cathcart Smith died January 1,
2001. He was 86 years old.
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November 10, 2000

CD Two males, one Coastal
student and one former Coastal
student, were attacked in the
parking lot in front of Coastal's
post office at 1:35 a.m. after getting into a scuffle at Choc's, a bar
across Highway 544. The victims
were allegedly defending a verbal
attack against two female companions when they decided to
leave before anything else hap·
pened. Two men followed them
to Coastal and proceeded to beat
them: The offenders were arrested on Thursday, January 11, and
Friday, January 12. One was
apprehended before class, and
one was apprehended during
class, and they were charged
with assault and battery. As of
right now, one victim has decided not to press charges, and the
other is still indecisive.
January 9, 2001
@
A resident of Santee
Hall was arrested for credit card
fraud. A student stole his roommate's credit card and charged

$768 to the card. He confessed
to the crime and agreed to repay
the money.
January 10, 2001
@
Coastal's tennis complex
was broken into. The stonging
machine, which costs approximately $900 was stolen, and
there was about $200 worth of
damage. No one has been arrested thus far.

January 12, 2001
@
On Chanticleer Drive
East at 9:30 a.m., a minor auto
accident occurred. No one was
hurt or arrested.

At 10:20 a.m., a hit-andrun accident occurred in the
Singleton parking lot, causing
$696 worth of damage. The suspect was caught on January 16,
and charged with driving without insurance, expired license
plates, and leaving the scene of
an accident.
@

January 16, 2001
® At 2:48 a.m., a smoke
bomb was thrown into the hall·
way of Waccamaw Hall. The
police have suspects, but no one
has been arrested so far.
(!/)
Two construction workers reported that their cars had
been broken into and that items
were missing at 12:20 p.m. NQ
one has been accused of the
crime.
@
In the parking lot East
of the bookstore, a car was keyed
at approximately 2:30 p.m. No
one has been arrested yet.
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January 17,2001
At approximately 1:05 a.m.,
Myrtle Beach police officers
entered Shuckers and arrested
many people for underage consumption. Six Coastal re idents
were arrested, and each had to
pay a $225 fine.
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The campus crime log is complied from police interviews and
reports by staff writer Nicole Service.
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CCU Board of Trustees ~pproves
naming of facilities
By 'EN COFFIN
staff writer
Name have been given to
two new campu facilitie at a
recent Board of the Tru tee
meeting. The facilitie ,whi hare
now under con truction, include
the H. Dale William Center for
Extended Learning and the
Rebecca Randall Bryan Art
Gallery. .
H. Dal.e William , a Myrtle
Beach bu ine man, made a ignificant 'contribution toward the
completion of the new headquarter of Coastal' Divi ion of

E :tend d Learning and Public
Service., which will occup J' the
econd floor of the new campu
Welcome Center facility. The
divi ion'
9,600
quare-foot
headquarter fa ilit ' to be named
in hi honor will house two computer labs, a Senior Re ource
Center, and five classroom ..
William al 0 i
pearheading
effort to rai e fund to purcha e
equipment and furni hing for
the facility. The building i
expected to be ready in April
2001.
The art galler ' in the Thoma
W. and Robin W. Edward

Colleg of Humaniti and Fine
Art Building will be nam d in
honor of the late Rebe a R.
Br.. an of Conwa', a Coa_tal
ben factor and a longtim upponer of the univ r it ' an and
humanitie program. Th board
al 0 approved the naming of a
future e ·ten ion of Coa tal'
library in honor of the Bryan
famil:. The Humanitie Building
i now under on truction and i
cheduled to be compI ted b/ fall
200 1. Specific plan_ for expanion of the Kimbel Library are
et to be determined.

Bush promises to "build single nation"
continued from A 1
hi
national agenda and thou, and of well-wi her crowded the
We t Lawn of the Capitol, equal
number of prote ter gathered at
variou points throughout the
city.
The counterargument were
loud and varied. Some prote ter
aid Bu h wa elected, not elected, pre ident while other bla ted
corporate greed.
Wi th the prote ter
far
removed from the wearing-in ceremony, President Bu, h focu ed on
re toring unity acro the nation.
"The ambition
of
orne
American are limited by failing
chool and hidden prejudice, and
the circum tance of their birth,"
he aid. "And ometime our difference run 0 deep, it eem_ we
hare a continent, but not a countr)~ ..
Bu h received thunderou
applau e when he reiterated hi
goal to reduce taxe - a $460-billion pledge that congre ional
Democrat consider a tall order.
Aside from economi concerns,
Bu h pledged to
"reclaim
America's schools," to reform
Social Security and Medicare, and
to trengthen the armed forces
"beyond challenge."
For Sue Brannen, chair of
Texas's
Midland
County
Republican Party, Saturday was an
emotional occasion.
"I can now tell my grandchildren they cannot only respect the
office of president, they can
respect the man himself," the 63-

year-old hometown friend of the
Bushe. told U-WIRE. "I think ~e'll
put re pect back to the office and
he'll do what he ay he will do."
Sentiments of anger and relid
eemed to pervade the inaugural
crowd and a former Pre ident
Clinton and Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton (D-N.Y.) arrived on the
platform, jeer and boos far outnumbered the applause.
As man' people carne to wel~ome in the ne president, other
came to ee the Ointon off.
"Thank God that lime i
gone," Roberta Maffei of Long
Island, .Y., aid ju t after Bu h
took the oath. ''I'm from
ew
York, 0 we have to put up with
him for a while longer."
Her hu band Denni Maffei
aid he \\'a ready for a change.
"I think people are tired of
thing that went on in the la t
eight year ," he aid. "It wa a little embarra ing for the country
and the citizen and 1 don't think
we feel that (Bu h) will behave in
the arne way."
Some younger spectator had
less adamant thought on the da.".
"(Bu h) is not who 1 wanted to
be president," Chris Monroe, an
18-year-old Chicago tudent aid.
"At the same time, we till have to
corne together and try to make
things right."
The protesters, who during the
swearing-in found their audience
limited, trumpeted their me sage
as the crowd departed Capital Hill.
Amy Davidow, a profes~r of
Biostatistics at
ew Jersey

Medical School, stood with a
group of people calling the election
"illegitimate. "
"I think that toda ' i a hameful day," he aid. "The whole
inauguration i a ompl t far ."
Davidow aid her pre en e wa
ba ed on the principle that e 'ery
vote hould be ounted, regardle
of the candidate.
Tram guyen, a high chool
nior from ilver pring, Md.,
donned a cowbo, outfit while her
friend dre ed a a pri oner holding an electric chair.
"It eem like thi ha totall,
invalidated the procedure of ho
we're uppo ed to carryon politic and election" guyen aid.
"It goe
a ain t e 'erything our
nation tand for and 1 thin it'
wrong."
Reaching out to di enfranchi ed voter wa a critical a, pect
of Bu h'
peech. Though hi
addre la ted only 10 minute ,
the Bu h team viewed it a th
fir and rno t important way to
olidify the pre iden ' and to ca t
the pre ident into a po ilion of
national leader hip.
"I will live and lead by these
principle : to advanc my conviction with civili ; to pursue the
public intere t with courage; to
peak for greater ju tice and compa sion; to call for re pon ibilit
and try to live it a well," Bu h
said a he gazed into the e es and
heart of Americans. "In all these
ways, 1 will bring the values of our
history to the care of our times."
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Coastal' Theater production earns regional
ranking
Coastal Carolina Um r It
Theater' production of Th
Complete Wor
of
Shake peare (abridged) re entI '
pia ed in the top 25 at th
Kenned
Center
American
College Theater Fe ti al regional
competition. which featured 225
entri from school in 10 utheastern state. The produ on
featured Coastal dramati art
major Jason Adam, Michael
Levesque and Steven Thompson,
who were nominated for acung
scholar hips from the Irene oR an
Foundation following the competition.

t i
cLeod'
Island: The Eigh Hour Tour, Dance
Marathon 200 I?
Dance Marathon i coming
on Saturday, Februar 3, 200 I.
For all of you who don't kno ,a
Dance Marathon i not a
01
lot of people dancing in a room
until everyon drop. The onl
reason we call it a Marathon j
because it i an -hour ev nt.
Dance Marathon i a fund-rai r
for Orildren Miracle etwor
and
Mcleod'
Children'
Hospital in Florence. There '11
be many different acti'ti held
at thi event. There will be a
band, comedian ,cont
,and
free food and mu IC all da ...
Everyone who regi
will get a
McLeod' Island T-shirt.
e are
a king for a $20 donation at th
door and ju t $15 anytime before
hand. It will be held off-campu
thi ear at The Beach Pl~ at
Midtown, former} Ye erda '
ightlife. Register toda and be
one of the first on to sport the
Mcleod' Island T- hirt.

igma igma

a

Welcome back to the brand
new mester! The ladie aR hard
at work planning even for thi
mester
including
Dance
Marathon and Homecoming.
The ladi will be holding their
Spring hauitment on January
24-27. We invite any lady who i
interested to join us upstairs In
the Student Cmtft on January
24th at 7pm.
e have JIll kinds
of fun activities planned and are
excited about ~ting

"W'Oma\!

Ii e
pan
and

Stud n
offenng Rid
in the lob

ubmi
organization'
Subnut your bn f
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Communications at Coastal?
Students, community support move for new major
By KRISTIE KING
contributing writer
The advent of the internet as
an important mass communication medium has made communication a more complicated and
Student
diverse field of study.
are interested in being educated in
this field. Judy Vogt, Director of
Admissions at Coastal Carolina
University, confirmed that annually, she received about 450 phone
inquiries about a communication
major at CCU.
CCU student have been interested in a communication major
for several years. Ja ~n Wallace, a
senior at CCU, transfered from
New York University for the 1999
fall emester. He was a communication major at NYU and when he
transfered to CCU, he opted for
interdisciplinary studies because
CCU lacked a communication
major. Although he has taken all
the communication and journali'm classes offered at CCU, he
wa under the impression that
communication was to be offered
a a major or at least a minor by
the 2000 fall semester.
"Communication is such a
broad field that when you go for
your master's, there are many
avenues to choose from," Wallace
believes.
Kathy Grannis is also a senior
majoring in interdi ciplinary studies becau e of the lack of a communication major at CCU.
"Had there been an actual
mass communication major, the
labs and production rooms would
have provided more hands-on
experience," she aid.
Grannis faces the reality that
when she is competing in the job
market for a public relations position, her resume will be compared
to graduates who have a specified
degree uch as communication.
Amanda Yerke i another
example of a CCU enior graduating with a degree in interdisciplinary studie who would have preferred to obtain a communication
degree. She ays that a degree
pecified a
communication
would allow her to how a future
employer a "focus in her educa-

tion." She also thinks she could
have had an advisor that was
"more in tune with what she wanted and could have offered more
practical help in clas cheduling."
Randomly, three hundred
Coa tal students were surveyed
during the 2000 fall semester. Of
the e students, about 63 percent
were at the freshman /sophomore
level and 37 percent were at the
junior/senior level. Students were
asked if they would be interested
in taking some type of communication class even if not interested
in the communication major. Two
hundred and twenty two students
checked classes they would be
interested in as an electives in the
follOwing categories: 89 mass
media, 141 public relations, 47
writing for broadcast, 89 radio
broadcast, 90 journalism and
reporting.
In the survey, students were
asked if they had declared a major
and what their major was.
Students were also asked if they
were interested in a major that
CCU didn't offer and if they were
interested in a communication
major. Of the 300 students surveyed 16 percent had not declared
a major and 39 percent were intere ted in a major not offered at
CCU. The top majors of interest
include communication, journali m, a.nd criminal _ justice.
Seventeen percent were interested
in communication. Of these, six
percent were interested in journalism, nine percent were interested
in public relations, and six percent
were interested in television
broadcasti ng.
Dr. Lynn Franken, dean of
Humanities and Fine Arts,
revealed that talk of a communication major at CCU is at the very
early stages. She said that communication was a topic of considerable interest at a conference of
the
Association of American
Colleges
and
Univer ities.
Communication also eems to be
a field of interest on the local and
national levels. However, after
determining interest, the step to
implement a new major are long
and tediou .
The deciding factor to go for-

ward lies heavily with the faculty,
who
decides curriculum initiatives. After this, resources such as
faculty with expertise, funds, and
library mater:als must be investigated. A communication major
would require the cooperation of
several c!epartments, and these are
only the introductory considerations. Franken said, if interest is
the first step in adding communication to CCU's majors, continued developments seem probable.
CCU students are not the only
students interested in communication. Area high schools are preparing students to enter the communication field as well. Socastee,
Conway,
Myrtle
Beach,
Waccamaw, and Carolina Forest
high chools offer some type of
journalism program.
Carolina
Forest High School offers classes
in journalism and broadcasting.
These schools average about 10
graduates per year that have some
sort of serious interest in studying
communication.
The Academy for the Arts,
Science, and Technology is a public high school in Myrtle Beach
open to students from all area high
schools. Students of the academy
may choose one of 10 majors while
completing a core curriculum.
One of the majors is digital communications. There are currently
22 enrolled in this program with
36 to 38 signed up for the 20012002 school year.
Students in the Loris/Green
Sea Floyds area were surveyed
about career and study interest in
1998. Students were asked to
select a career major they would
want to take. Of the 679 students
polled, 123 students chose arts,
media, and communication education. This information raises an
obvious question. Where are these
students going to go after high
school? One assumes that they
would go to an institution that
offers what they want.
Surveys were taken in English,
journalism, psychology, foreign
language, biology, and geography
classes. Students were also surveyed randomly in the Student
Center at CCU.

Oldsmobile, Big South
sponsor scholarship
By PHILIP SELLERS
editor in chief
Knowledge, useless knownledge and luck eQuid payoff for
one Coastal student. Old mobile
and the Big South Conference will
be awarding one student a $500
gift certificate and the opportunity
of a $5,000 scholarship for just
having these things.
Oldsmobile will be on campus
on Feb. 8 to register Coa tal students for the conte t, which will
involve the tudent body from
each Big South institution.
Studen s who register will receive
an e-mail questionaire, which they
have to complete and send back to
Big South. Three finalist who
have answered the questions correctly will be drawn at the CCU
basketball game on Feb. 21. A
$500 gift certificate will be awarded to one of these three Coa tal
students_ The gift certificiate can
be u ed at the on-campus bookstore.
The Coastal student get the
chance to compete again t othet
Big South students for a $5,000
scholarship to be awarded at the
Big South Basketball Tournament
in Roanoke, Va., on March 3. The
winners will compete in a halftime
contest similar to the one on their
campus.
Old mobile and the Big South
Conference renewed their partnership earlier in January The part-

nership allows for the broadca t
of basketball on radio and television, and the Internet and the
spon or hip of basketball tournament. Oldsmobile will al 0 ponsor a fir t-round March Madness
party for the 'men's basketball
champion hip team on the campus of the winning school.
"Oldsmobile's partnership wa
the first to incorporate campu wide opportunities, and we're
excited they will be returning as a
premier Corporate Partner," aid
Big South Commissioner Kyle B.
Kallander. "Their all-encompa ing involvement -with our in titutions over the last year has provided Old moblle with extensive
reach and exposure. It also has
provided valuable support to our
institution, creating enhanced
academic and athlc:tic opportunities for our student-athlete ."
The Big South i a NCAA
Division I athletic Conference
with nine member institutions in
the Sou thea t.
BirminghamSouthern College, Charle ton
Southern University, Coa tal
Carolina University, Elon College,
High Point University, Liberty
Univer ity,
UNC
Ashe ille,
Radford University and Winthrop
Univer ity compri e the 17 -yearold Leaiue, which is based in
Charlotte, N.C. The Big South
Conference
is
online
at
www.BigSouthSports.com.
Big South contributed to this qrticle..

Counseling S eroices/ Health S eroices/ Con1U!Y Hospital

OPEN HOUSE
Come visit us in our newfacili!y!
Yoll are cordiallY invited to drop l?J1 the new location of
StNtient Health Services, Occupational Heabh Services,
COllnseling S eroices~ and the Women s AdlJOcaq Center
TNestiqy, January 30th
2:00--4:00 p.m.

(acrossfrom the new Welcome Center/Bookstore)

REFRESHMENTS

~

BE SERVED
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By GRETCHEN

"You

FOWLER

CAN COUNT ON

"QUILLS"

ME"

"You Can Count on Me" is
essentially a character study of a
very different brother and sister.
The usual plastic Laura Linney
(Mrs. Truman from The Truman
Show) shows depth and warmth as
a single mom is suddenly confronted with the arrival of her irresponsible, slacker brother, again
played quite well by newcomer
Mark Ruffalo (who looks like a
young Marlon Brando).
Much of the typical "family
drama" situations occur, such as
brother bonds with sister's fatherless young son (played by Rudy
Culkin, yeah another Culkin child
actor), and brother and sister fight,
but have a touching moment by
the story's conclusion. You know,
the usual. However, first time
writer director Ken Lonergan
choreographs the film's emotional
tension with grace, and thank
God, not too much sentimentality.
"You Can Count on Me" tied
with "Girlfight" for The Best
Picture Award at the Sundance
Film Festival as well as winning
acting prizes for Laura Linney
and writing prizes for Kenneth
Logan from The New York Film
Critics and National Film Critics
SOCiety. The film is on countless
top 10 best of the year list. I went
into the film with much hype
behind it and personally found its
your average brother-sister story
with, besides the acting, nothing
special about it. It also doesn't
help that Ruffalo's character is a
bit too sleazy to sympathize with
sometimes. However, the film still
manages to pull you in, thanks to
the convincing performance of
Linney, who cares so much for her
brother. The audience can't help
but care what happens to him, for
her sake.
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film critic
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No film of 2000 was better
anticipated by me than "Quills." I
adore- Kate Winslet's films. Her
film choices always emotionally
draw me in as well as providing
spunk and wit (ok, not Titanic).
She picks great actors to work
with, in this case, Joaquin Phoenix
(that bad guy from Gladiator) and
Academy Award Winners Michael
Caine, and Geoffrey Rush (Shine,
Shakespeare in Love, and the
weird host from House on
Haunted Hill). Do this lovely
ensemble cast along with its gifted
director Philip Kaufman (The
Unbearable Lightness of Being)
and obie award winning writer
Doug Wright produce a great
film? Well, no, but it's a good one
just the same.
Based on the famous pervert
the Marquis de Sade's imprisonment in an insane asylum in revolutionary France, the play address-

es such important issues as censorship and the artist's responsibility to his readers. The Marquis,
who was worse than Larry Flynt in
his day, is smuggling out his
naughty writings through a spunky
laundress named Madeleine (Kate
Winslet, great as usual) who, like a
good muse, encourages his writing
efforts. When Napoleon hears
about this, he hires the sadistic
Dr. Royer-Collard to aid the asylum's kind priest Coulmier (a surprisingly good Joaquin Phoenix) in
reforming the Marquis.
The film is, however, not at its
best when addressing more philosophical and moral themes. I personally find the Marquis' writing
unerotic and boring in their excessiveness. The film, which often
models itself in the tone of the
Marquis' writing becomes ridiculous and excessive to the point the
audience feels disconnected with
the film. However, the film's
humane center, a love triangle

between The Marquis, Madeleine,
and Coulmier, pulls the audience
back into the film with its interesting and erotic appeal.
Rush,
Winslet, and Phoenix keep the
film alive, even when it becomes a
bit too excessive, with their daring
and fleshy performances.
"BILLY ELLIOT"
AND "GIRLFlGHT"

Spanish import Penelope Cruz.
The film is base«(~n an award winning novel of the same title, but
judging from the fUm's poor writing, the book and the film are
obviously years apart. The characters are undeveloped and their
motivations
remain
unclear
throughout the fih~. Definitely
not recommended.
"CHOCOLAT"

Both of these independent
films deal with underprivileged
youth's breaking sex barriers
while dealing with their dysfunctional families. In "Billy Elliot,"
the barrier is ballet, an activity the
movie's delightful hero Billy (wonderful newcomer Jamie Bell), is
forbidden to practice by his famil)~
In "Girlfight," a young Latino
girl discovers a passion for boxing,
despite the fact it is a male only
competitive sport. Both movies are
predictable and typical to the
"overcome the obstacles" genre.
However, "Billy Elliot" takes a predictable story and stereotypical
characters and brings it to different and fun places while pulling
fine performance from all, especially Julie Walters, who plays
Billy's ballet teacher. "Girlfight"
on the other hand remains flat and
never really turns into anything
unique.

A good cast including Juliette
Binoche, Johnny Depp, and the
ever great Dame Judi Dench, tum
a could be boring script writing
into finely developed characters.
The story revolves around a small
town who must adapt to change
when a mysterious women
(Binoche) opens a mystical chocolate shop. A bit like the Mexican
film Like Water for Chocolate, the
shop's little chocolate treats bring
magic, fun, and romance into the
lives of the repressed townspeople. Probably more likely to strike
a cord in the older adult crowd,
the film never turns into anything
remarkable, but is still a sw~et and
appealing view.
"TRAFFIC"

"Traffic" is essentially three films
rolled into one, edited together
remarkably well, all dealing with
various aspects ·of drug trafficking.
One story involves a Mexican cop
(Benicio del Toro) going to questionable lengths in an attempt to
clean out Mexico's drug cartels.
The best thing about this film is,
for once, a film set in another
country is actually using dialogue
in its native language. I had the
biggest problem with this tory.
Not enough time seemed to be
spent on it as the others. I found
some of the character's actions
and emotions unclear, leaving
something wanting i
an otherwise flawless film. Another story
involves a
judge
(Michael
Douglas), who has been appointed
head of America's war on drugs,
being forced to deal with his
daughter'S own drug addiction.
Most of the major social issues of
the film are addressed in the second story. Probably the most
exciting story features Catherine
Zeta-Jones as a
spoiled wife
attempting to have the principal
witness against her drug-trafficking husband killed. This well structured film is even more enhanced
by the cutting edge hand held
camera work of director Steven
Soderbergh (Out of Sight, Erin
Brockovich). Definitely one of the
.
better films of the year.'

College

credIts
for

taxpayers.
Up to

$1500

I~L THE PRE'ITY HORSES"

The HOPE Credit or lifetime
Learning Credit can cut your
federal taxes to help pay for
higher education. For details on
ho\\ to qualify for either. . ce
)'our 2000 IRS tax booklet. Or

A very disappointing film from
director Billy Bob Thorton (Sling
Blade) starring Matt Damon,
Henry Thomas (Eliot in ET) and

chcl:k our Web site: www.irs.gov

Again, another highly awarded
film greatly antiCipated by me.
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By CANDACE DA I
staff writer
Guitar player and singer Carl Bell of
. Fuel once said, "\'Ve always try to top
ourselve and we're not going to be atisfied unle. we do."
At the House of Blues on Jan. 19, the
boy of Fuel topped any live performance that I have ever een from them.
Most people heard of this band from
their first single, "Hemorrhage (In My
Hand )," from the
Something Like
Human album. Thi ong has held the # 1
spot on Billboflrd'. J 10dem Rock Chan
for 12 consecutive week. "Hemorrhage"
crossed over onto the pop charts unlike
many of Fuel's ongs. Most of Fuel'.
music remains omewhat alternative
compared to the band' most recent hit.
J have long been a fan of Fuel. During
their performance on Friday, the hand
played many of my favorite. including
"Bittersweet,"
"Shimmer"
and
"Hemorrhage." I think all of the fan
that \ 'ere packed \ 'all to wall at HOB
during the £oncert will agree that Fuel'
performance was awe. orne. I can hone. tly ay that my new friend "Scary"
Gary thoroughly enjoyed the how, as he
was ready to "make orne noi e" and

h

Illustration by Dianne Sprinkle/staff, promotional photos

Fuel burned up the House of Blues stage when they performed on Friday January 19.
The performed their hit "Hemorrhage," along with their other alternative hits.

i it the it
information on th" band.

We interrupt this winter to
anirnportantanno ce

For
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Applications and information are
available in the Admissions Office.
Application deadline is
Friday, February 23, 2001.
Call 349-2256 for more infonnation.
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January 29
Remember the
Titans ·
7:00 & 9:00 pm
Wall Auditorium
sponsored by Coastal
Productions

January 30

January 31

Wuzzup with hate Erase the Hate:
on Coastal's
Learn by revisitcamcPtus?
ing & revisioning
7:0 pm
the past
Student Center 208
sponsored by ODK

4:00 pm
Wall Auditorium
sponsored by the African
American Association

January 31

February 1

Febr ary 2

Roundtable
discussion on
discrimination

Gameroom
Free games and
food in Student
Center

Celebration
of the
Brotherhood
.,
of all people

Afternoon

Picnic in Spadoni
Park
11 :30 - until

7:00 pm
location TBA
sponsored by Sigma Sigma
Sigma

sponsored by Pi Kappa Phi
& The Chanticleer

Matthew Shepard's family has agreed. to participate in only one project
since the death of their son.
This is it.

Februarv 1
7:30 pIn
Wheelwright Auditorium
Filmmaker Brent Scarpo is the founder of New Light Media a production company dedicated to bringing about discussion and change in today's hate-filled
world. Scarpo and his filmmaking partner Martin Bedogne ha e created a moving film entitled, "Journey to a Hate Free Millennium" which is he comer tone of
a national campus tour.
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Scarpo shows an abbreviated version of the film as part f his program. The film
includes interviews with:
• Judy Shepard, mother of Matthew Shepard. and several of his close friends
• thefamiZv of Columbine High School victim Rachel Scott
• the family of James Byrd, the man who was dragged to death in a hate crime in
Jasper, Texas
• aformer neo-Nazi, now working wih the Simon Weisenthal Center
S

The film is followed by discussion with the filmmaker, questions and answers,
and suggestions for how we can all begin to tackle this most perlexing problem in
our society.
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w

Co-sponsored by: Student Government Association, Office of Student Activities, Office of the Vice-President of Student Affairs, Office of Multicultural
Student Services, African American Association, ODK, Coastal Productions, GALAC-C, Sigma Sigma Sigma, Pi Kappa Phi & The Chanticleer
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Declaration of
2000 a vita
BY JONAS BLANK
The Chronicle (Duke U.)

(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. Pop music, at least artistically, is
dead. And
everyone already
knows it.
To call l~t year's best- elling
album -a Wal-Mart Top IOO
replete with
boy bands, girl
group , Beavi e and Buttheadartistically vacant ju t won't rai e
any eyebrow. If any entiment
ha become more pa Ethan critical di dain for main tream pop
mu ie, it i the de ire to pontificate about it. A far a popular
music i concerned, it is clear by
now that la t year' u ual upect -Brittley Spears, • S. 'nc,
Eminem, Limp Bizkit-aren't doing
anything new for their art form,
but it i up to individual Ii tener
to decide whether to love or hate
them for that.
Chart-wi e, Y2K wa an e peiaIly bad year for main tream
ro k record. which made up the
1m 'e t percentage of total album
ale (till more than an r other
genre, though) that the r have in a
decade. A even worthy rock

bands like U2 aw their commercial fates falter, the Britneys and
Marshall Mathers' of the world
more than took up the lack. But
even if candyland dance music
and homophobic hip-hop turned a
few stomachs, their lite fizz could
hardly compare to the decade-old
vill fronted by hair-rock ucka
like Creed and Three Door Down,
till riffing on that whole Alice In
Chains thing, along with the riphop pimps riding on Rage Again t
the Machine' coattail. 0 \ 'onder la t year' be t- elling ro k
album (the BeatIe ' "1 ") turned
out to be a ingle collection from
a band that broke up in 1970 ..
But amid t the chart malai
came one glaring and notable
exception-Radiohead'
pectral,
a toni hing Kid A, ea ily the rna t
challenging and important album
of the "vear. The album debuted at,
number one on the Billboard
chart -a rare feat for any Engli h
act-and in the pro e
howed
that ~omewhere be ·ond the
TRUMTV axi , there are people
eager to hear omething they
haven't heard before. vVith it
multitracked '0 aL

and crisp blasts of sepulchral, ar tic chill, IGd I\s succes prove
that something beyond rock- omething beyond almost anything
done before in mu ic-i not only
needed, but wanted b: the public.
. A glan e outside the confine
of Billboard and TRL reveal a
tor..: that the chart ju t don't
tell-that mu i today, e pedall
rock music, i more Vital than it
ha been since J 991. A flurry of
independent, largely unknown
bands, orne ne\', om \ rho hav
been struggling for .:ear , are m ing bra h, capti rating ne mu'
that, like Kid A, capture thi
po t-millennium moment p rfectI, ~ But unlike the grung era dominated bra monolithi ound and
look, toda..:' indep ndent band
are informed by a vari ty of mu ical t r] and geographic origin .
The' can't be pig onholed into
one" ene" or on ound, or e'en
one it,'.
That may b wh:, Ian in
o'er ritie' top-10 1i
from thi
pa t year, th r are a lot of name
you don't knm', and no a lot of
dear favorit . Vvhil that an

make finding ne ' mu i that sui
your ta te more difficult, it can
al 0 make the arch mor exciting. And while there i no one
dominant
ene or ound, ther
are orne pattern and commonaJ-

Xanadu pre ents MIKE B (Juice Record) featuring MEZMER.
SWIRL. and 31 FLAVAZ (Decepticonz
RICOCHET.
Records). $10 in advance. $12 day of how until 2 AM 15
after 2AM. Intersection of U.S. 17 Bu iness and 19th Avenue
North.

• Signing bonuses up to 8,000
• Montgomery GI Bill (up to $ 6,668)
• State tuition assistance (up to 8,000)
• Great programs for prior service members
• Excellent pay and benefits
Job training in many fields
• Part-time committnent
• Much, much more
Call today and become a

Some think our service

SAT. FEB.tO
The Ritz Theatre in Raleigh, .C. present BAD BOY BILL
and AK1200 featuring KAZELL. PRIME MOVER, OJ
DRACO, HOlWAX HARLY, and others. 22 until Feb. 4th,
$25 after and at the door. For detailed direction chech out
www.maps.com.Thiis definitly worth the trip!
UPDATE: WIlmington' newe t premier dance club in the
Martz Theatre is opening Friday, 26 featuring the latest in
House and High-Energy Dance music. The club has two sepe.
ate dance floors and a brand new 25,000 watts sound y tqn.

are out ofthi

ew Mill nnium Pa rio.

1-S00-GO-G AR
www.1-800-GO-GUAR.com

SAT.JAN.27
Indu. try pre ent STROUD (Record Relea Party) featuring
BUGGOOD. OBiWON. WHISPER. and MIKE SCOTI'. $10
cover charge. Take U.S. 501 to Myrtle Beach, tum right on
U.S. 17 Bu ines then left on 5th A enue South.
TUE. JA .30
Congo present Tiller PauL 9714 . King Hwy. Magnolia
Plaza Suite 122, Myrtle Beach. Call 497-8917.

rd

ou ca a: e i all in
Sout Carolina rmy ational G ar

College
Undergl1)und
FRI.JA .26

ti amon
appar n .

orId!

But they are well grounded ...
at Carolina Collegiate Federal Credit Union.
Student eligibility gives you the opportunity to become
a member... and experience personal service along
with many "worldly" advantages!

Carolina Collegiate ooeral Credit
o..JCamlilaUniYenity. - RocmZ23(843)349-ms-l-8D47'- 1- WM~oIiaILGI1!
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R6ALirv Bir6S
By DAN GRIGG
managhtg editor
The year 2000 spawned televiion's worst trend, the reality program.
Shows like CBS's 'Big
Brother' and 'Survivor' started the
urge for reality TV. It all began
thanks to some limies over in
Great Britain with their hit premier of 'Big Brothcr.' Stealing yet
another idea from the British, CBS
bought the right to the hour long
show and ended normal TV as we
know it.
Although many may agree reality television is one of many new
bright idcas, thc truth remains;
reality sucks. CBS's 'Survivor' is
nothing morc than a generic version of Giligan's Island, replacing
Mar\' Ann with white tra h truck
drivers. I love truck driver ! Of
course, what do you e. pcct from a
network like CBS?
Big Brother had to be the farthest thing from real lifc I've evcr
secn. VVho could pos ibly remain

that giddy trapped in a house
-along side an old man with green
hair and orne cracked out stripper? On top of that, the participant were forced to engage in
mindle game, apparantly some
underpayed writer thought was
hi terical. Gue s what? It wasn't!
In 2001, reality TV will be
making yet another move starting
with
ABC's sure failure, 'Thc
Mole.' 'The Mole' is nothing more
than a cheap knock off of MTV's
'Roadrules,' modified for viewers
over the age of 40 (doesen't that
ound exciting). As if the idea
wasen't bad enough, a spy lurks
among the cast. Each wcek the
cast must answer questions
regarding the identity of the mole.
\V1lOc\,cr come the farthest from
the truth is kicked off the show.
My question is, exactly' how old
werc thc writers of this mastcrpicce, five? It sounds to mc like a
bad game of cluc minus thc fun.
The only thing worse than the
concept of reality television is real-

-~-

Verdict: New realiD-' shows are as horrible as the first
'Big Brother' or 'Survivor' - networks go back to
the drawing board...

ity programming highlighting the careers of
low-budget
boy/girl
band. 'Making The
Band' (MTV), a show
about the creation of
America's newest boy
sensation, portrays the
hardships of trying to
hit it big. Now, not
only are the e boybands annoying people on the radio, there ..
also doing it on Tv.
'Popstars' (WB),
the lady version of
Making The Band,
offers its viewer the
oppurtunity to choose
which lovely lady will
• promotional photo
make the big cut.
Reality shows like The WB's 'Pop Stars' lack substance, story lines and like all
"Real Life, Real Tear,
reality... it bites.
and Real Talent," i
the show's catchy lingo. The only upcoming true life season, you're a life i boring, buy a cat or adopt a
tcars I can see are the ones block- loser. In a word, real TV tinks. kid, whatever. Iu t please make the
ing my vision while I change the Do you really think its real? I that right descion and ay NO to real
the turn on, because I hate to life TV.
channel.
break
it to the world, but its not! If
If your looking fohvard to the

new member drive
Do you want to help the University,
meet the movers and s akers on and
off campus and have fun at the same
time? Then SAAis right for you!
Applicatiolls are clvailable in tlle Office
of Alumlli Affairs, President's Suite,
ROOll1103, Singleton Buildillg.
Call 843.349.2586 for further infonnatioll.
Vi it our website! .
http://wvvw.coastal.ec\u/alumni/saa.htm

Deadline for applications is Monday, February 12 at 5 p.m. ~ $10 application fee

Poetry Readi 9s .
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February 1st
5:30-6:30p.m.

at

CI
0
in student center
Success Beycrrl the Classroan
1tttp:1I

IV

.ctHISttU.«lIII,eniuslecell

1/27
CAl LAB
Sun 3:00pm-ll:OOpm

M-Th 8:00am-I 1:00pm
F
Sat

8:00am4:OOpm
2:00pm-9:00pm

349-290

34 -2937

Math Lab

Sun 3:00pm-6:OOpm
M-Th 8:30am-7:00pm
F
8:3Oam-4:00pm

349-2468
I

concert line: 913.3740
ticket m. .ter: &79.9333

www.tlcketmaster.com

The Academic Center offers free Upport ervice
to help CCU tudents succeed
academically and profe ionally

Two

turntabl~s

.
ana a ffilcropnone
By

DAN GRIGG

managing editor
The dance club embodies an image, a reputation
like no other. The array of flashing lights, fog and
steam embodying the dance floor, hundreds of uncaring men and women put life on hold, if only for a few
hours. Metal cages, like circus pens, trap innocent
. cluboers only to be stared upon. Some provide choreographed entertainment, such as stripping, where
others sponsor bikini contests for men and women
alike. Beyond the light shows and occasional bare
bodies, a musician is hard at work creating a symphony of blended beats· often overlooked. Equipped with
turntables and records, the electronic artist, or Disc
Jockey, shakes the c;rowd without whispering a word.
The DJ has metamorphisized the music industry
globally, controlling all arenas of music from dance
and hip hop to the borders of popular rock (Kid Rock).
Like the garage punk bands of the 90'S, "home
schooled" DJ's are r~pidly
spreading from city to city,
with amateurs mixing in basements and bedrooms.
Although building in popularity, the competition is exceptional-
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ly tight, making overall success a distant dream for many. Equipment costs
are extremely high, for example, a good
pair of head phones run at a minimum price of ~100.
Turntables, records, mixers, amplifiers, speakers, the
list goes on and on; unfortunately, so do the prices.
"To me its not so much the talent but rather the
money you need to really become known," exclaims
Millenium's own EFlow (Eliot Serral). "I was fortunate
enough to make the money 1needed working fr~~ parties." After overcoming the issue of costs, a DJ must
begin the process of self-promotion. The first step is
to create a mix tape or CD highlighting the artist's

best material. The tapes are rele
upstanding musical stature,
owner, manager, or even f.ell
enough and willing to spin for
wages provided, wh ich is often
has been taken one step closer t
"You're gonna suck," laughs
DJ Skip-A-Beat (Jeff Clark). "I
who you are, you're gonna mess
to keep pushing until you feel sa
Mike Warren, senior at CCU
recalls his first time "blowing i
for the first time in Milleniu
started the record and the next
was a hundred different beats

pes are .released to anyone of
I stature, for example a club
r even f,ellow OJ. If talented
to spin for the average low
ich is often free, a OJ's career
step closer to stardom.
k," laughs Xanadu's resident
Clark). \\1 don't give a damn
gonna mess up. You just have
il you feel satisfied. I did!"
ior at CCU and OJ at Tribeca,
\\blowing it". \\1 was spinning

in Millenium's taboo room. I
Ind the next thing I knew there
~rent beats com i ng back at me

all at once! I was confused, but I didn't let it stop
me!"
Have doubts about hitting it big, take Xanadu's
leading OJ, Jimi Griffigh, AKA Jimi Jam. Griffigh,
raised in Myrtle Beach, has been spinning for 10
years, beginning his career scratching old school
hits like "Push It".
In 1993, Griffigh, earned his
title Jimi Jam and has been spinning at Xanadu
ever since. Tod~YI Griffigh continues his career and
can be heard on Mix 97.7 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
every Saturday.
Whether working the hottest club in town or
just tinkering around in the garage, the art of
spinning is here to stay. Without OJ's, dance clubs
would be nothing more than over-sized bars with

loud music. The party/rave scene would be virtually non-existent and high ·school principals would
be forced to play their oldie records a prom.
Everywhere you look OJ's are performing their
magic, from the airwaves of the radio to the
soundtracks of highly acclaimed films. The big
question is not will this trend continue, but ra her
how far will it go?
"Listening to music is like a long journey, it can
take you anywhere; it has no boundaries," said
focal OJ Benji Brown (Reality).

FIT ESS CLA S SCHEDULE
SPRING 2001
Tuescay
vVednesday
T

L

rsday

riday

1:2: )-1 ~ 00 pm
6·00-6:30 prn
I :00-2:00 pm
6.00-/;00 pm
1?: 0-1 :00 pn1
6:00-6:30 pm
1 -00-2:00 prn
6:00- /;00 pnl

12;00-1 :00 prn

Inle ·. .'al

'N

ABS
C, Guit . ~ainin
St .p
II te -'./[ I ~"I/ -'tep
AS
Circui. Training
CardlO Kickbo:x.lr'g
Jnte v I'V/ St~D

49-2

...

Would you like a chance to impro e your leader .p and pre ea· 0
skills, experience teaching on the collegiate Ie e, obta· hig I - ou
after mentoring experience to add,to your re ume and gain h ee 0 r
of college credit as a reward for your experience? Do ou ha a g
i
. interest in helping first-year student become acti e, in 0 ed an
academically successful at Coastal Carolina oi er i ?

For an application please see Brad armon,
· ta
Advisement and Retention, in Prince 207, e-mai bhar
or call 349-2941.
"You cannot make footprints on the and of time
- Robert Savage, Inspirational Author
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C.C.U. Dance Marathon 2001
Beach Place at Midtown
Saturday February 3, 12-8 PM
$15 donation/$20 at the door
.

(formerly Yesterday's)
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SharI<- attac (,5
By DAN GRlGG
"!anaging editor
As most are already aware of,
spring break marks the beginning
of Myrtle Beach's renowned
tourist season. To atify the hungry urges of spoiled teenagers
and horny parents, the night
clubs of the boulevard, Mother
Fletchers and The Freaky Tiki,
reopen their ooors for yet another season of annoying commer-

cial and trend. contests. 2001
marks the grand opening of
Myrtle Beach's newe t beach club
on the trip, The Shark Club.
The Shark Club, located on
the corner of 11 Avenue orth
and the boulevard. is cheduled
to open its door on the fir t of
March, just in time for the college break. The Shark, Club
Millenium' si ter, when completed. will be Myrtle Beach's only
two stor r dance attraction. The

e.x'terior. once Liquid Blue, \vill be
remodeled to depict the im.flge of
a La Vegas st rle night club. A
balcony overlooking the boulevard it elf will be placed on the
front ide of the building.
The interior ~Il portray an
exotic, tropical atmo phere
including a full, stocked bar and
tate of the art ound and light
sysytem. Like her ister, The
Shark Club will have cage and
rai ed platform tratcgi all,,'

By Rachel Aberico
Cavalier Daily (U. Virginia)
(V-WIRE) CHARLOTTESVIL_LE, Va. - After hunning bubble-gum boy band. and
manufactured pop music, I have
shamelessly ventured into the
world of the Top 40. What once
eemed like unabashed commercialism and a mas ive ,ellout now
eems like harmless fun.
Britney and Back treet may be
lacking in the lyric department
("I never want to hear you say / I
want it that way"), but I mu t
admit, learning the "Oop !. ..I
Did It Again" dance was a guilt}
'pleasure.
Over the past few years, however, more and more fans have
emerged from the pop closet,
making the genre trendier than
ever. And a product geared
towards the I3-year-old bracket
has expanded into the college
market \\rith full force. Aft r all, a
demographic con isting of listeners whose adole cent mu ical
e 'perience centered largel ' on
grunge and ang't-ridden ro k
needs to have a little light-hearted
fun.
But has the pop music indu try gone too far? It's a challenge
to find a contemporary music
station that doe n't constantly
cram the same formulaic tune
down one's throat.
One consolation remains for
listeners who have grown weary
of generic popular music:
Overplayed pop tunes have
expanded musical horizons by _
opening doors for local

and Ie ser known talent ,a well
as reviving an interest in '}a ic
rock.
With pop' overwhelming
pre cnce and heavy alrpla , not to
mention Rolling tone' recent
list of greatest pop song , Ii tener
with a ta te for more maturc
music may feel outnumbcred. But
stifled a they may be with the
slew of budding teenybopper
'tars. including the "Making of
the Band" series' own, O-Town,
overexpo ure to pop music ha
given di enchanted Ii tener a
rea on to look bevond the maintream.
Rare gems like David Gray's
hybrid of techno beats and WeI h
folk-inspired m lodies are more
noticeable in the face of pop
mu ic clone. "Babylon" may be
the clo est Gray ha ever come to
a cat hy radio tune, but in compari')on to teen ·bopper anthem,
Grav' music stands out a a
refroshing alternatjve to overpIa red pop.
Sting' e.'otic "De ert Ro 'e"
aloha given Ii tener a welcome
break from tale pop. Hi duet
with Arabic perfomler h b
Mami gave proof of audien e'
intere t in omething unique, a
well a demonstrating how two
arti ts can collaborate, fu ing
western and non-we tern mu ic
together.
The mo t obvious example of
an alternative to contemporary
pop music, is a compilation
album of Number One hits by the
quinte sential bo' band - The
Beatles. Surpassing "~cord ale of
recent boy groups, the pop/classic

ro k mix of timel

fa 'orit
came out on top during the holiday ea on.
It onl: make en that the
B atle ' "I" collection would II
well at a tim when kid hay no
concept of \ rhat lie beyond th
familiar. \"'hat better gift can
children gi 'C their Bab. Boomer
paren than a collection of \ rhat
i e _entiall ' an older parallel of
modern popular mu ic?
The music industry not onl.
has alienated fan of Ie popular
mu i ,but ha managed to

You

ay

0

ona

ea

placed throughout th club'
dancing area. Catwal' , equiped
with the highest quality amplifiers and woofer, rill be pIa d
abo' the club's already vast
dance floor. Th re, clubb r ill
be in full '1e\\' of all panicipant
and take ca e dan ing to th
n :t level, literall)~ Above th
valk , a high powered air conditioning
tern will b in taIled
for to al comfon.
Millenium' hit DJ, Elliott

CO MMENTARY:Pop' s pre e
opens doors for rocl< ege

B13

proc
a v T) e ily b om on of My-Ttl B h'
top beach a tra tion .

e

ignore an older generation of original TO fan by cat ring to
roung r audience . Bab ' B m r
don't ' ctl ha' th OptI n of
exploring old r mu i - th y'
already done it. E en }oni
Mitchell and Paul Imon can't
b

8 PHILIP f.l..
editor in chief

fun
whit

' can.

ax

HotmaiL
Current use of th
e-mail and tho would h
uk advantage of th
webmad a ount p e
com to
Wall 107 and peak to som one at th ITS window to pI
up our account informatIon
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by Mark Parisi

AQUARIUS

LEO

Jan. 20-Feb. 18, Hold back
and play the waiting game and
your luck will change. While you
wait, gain orne extra knowledge,
read the dictionary from A to Z.

July 23-Aug. 22, If you are
till available, your luck has finally come!!! You will oon have a
ignificant other and they'll do
omething romantic for you in
the near future.

You S(~CH£D foR:
I sheep
I
R£SUL"TS:
1. aAVeA~ BLAC't<Stlf£P!

2. NAUGH7Y WOLF lN
SH££P'S CJ.cm.IING'
3. SHEEP SH{ARlNG,L\V£!
4. WAGGING if/f'R "'fAILS, ..

PISCES
Feb. 19-Mar. 20, The sun i
going. to brighten up your day.
You'll have a sudden inspiration
to go to the beach instead of
class.

VIRGO
Aug. 23-Sept. 22, You have
problems in your home on the
horizon. There's no death just
difficulty with the one you live
with.

ARIES
Mar. 2 I-April 19, Some crazy
per on i going to enter your life,
if it hasn't happened already, and
rou'll have a hard time getting
him to go away.

TAURUS
April 20-Ma '20, For some
strange rea on, you'll be inspired
to actually do your homework
and turn it in on time. Your
teachers will love you.

GEMINI
May 21-June 21, If you ain't
working, you'll have a sudden
need for money and get a job.
Then suddenly all of you
Gemini's will lose your jobs and
need to quickly find a new one.

CANCER
June 22-July 22, If a duck
comes into your life in the next
two weeks, you will nave a sudden change in luck in whatever is
slacking in your life. Other wise,
you'll receive a surprising message
in your mail.

LIBRA
Sept. 23-0ct. 23, Kiss the
blues goodbye as you head into
the uncharted tunnel of love.
Life will finally be good to you
and you won't have to keep
ordering porn mags.

CROSS ORO PUZZLE

SCORPIO
Oct. 24-Nov. 21, Money will
magically find its way to your
mailbox, but make sure to keep
it secret because it's part of a conspiracy from the mob.

SAGITIARIUS
Nov. 22-Dec. 21, Orange is
the color of the month because
you are obsessed with Halloween
and carrots. You will suddenly
have a craving for Doritos, the
Cool Ranch kind, and you will
turn into a pig.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22-Jan. 19, Watch your
step, you'll find that an annoying
short person is following you.
That person wishes to beat you
with a ruler and spout off absurd
comments about being ugly.

Attention Students!
Are you a student leader?
Do you want to Inake a difference in your
calnpus cOlnlnunity?
Do you enjoy working with others?
Are you interested in health issues on
college calnpuses?
Would you like to enhance your resume &
personal skills?
If~~YES",

www.offthemark.com
ATlANTIC FEAWRE019119 MARK ~

cOlnejoin the Peer Health
Educators

(For naore infornaation: Drop by Student
Health Services or call 347-7466 by
January 29, 200.1)

f\CROSS
1 Able
4 Pop
8 Ocean
11 lady
12 Former Russian emperor
13 Small bug
14 Article
15 7th Greek letter
17 Elater
19 Make tatting
21 _ King Cole
23 Opera solo
24 Expression of sorrow
26 Dine
28 Mistakes
30 Scar
32 17th Greek letter

2

1.

41

34 Self
35 Atop
37 Tongue
40 Prefix meaning "in"
41 Sack
43 Done
10 Dined
44 Haul
11 Informatio:l
~ Tehran Is the capital 16 Preposition
48 Gang
18 Before (Poetic) ..
50 Substance
20 Cap
53 Iran's monetary unit 22 Earl's territory
55 Angry
25 Unhappy
57 Peak
27 Article
58 Park police
29 Father's boy
60 Help!
31 Free
62 Exist
33 Fall month (abbr.)
63 N. American Indian 35 Sash
64 Bright star
36 Tell
66 Aid
38 Focus
68 Ever (poetic)
39 Clothes
69 Freshwater dUCk
42 Type of dive
70 Each
45 Sage
47 Gripe
49 Basic
DOWN
51 Serious
1 Water channel
2 Form of be
52 Allowance
54 Season of fasting
380m
56 Achieve
4 Old
58Woe .
5 Bone
59 Fish eggs
6 Bit
61 Sucker
7 Region
65 Eastern state (abbr.)
81rcny
9 Grow
ff1 ExIst

I
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She's alIllOs.t perfect, except
she just -won't...
Dear Ms. Lovely,

LoUita.,

I met a wonderful girl a couple of months ago~ and I found
out that we haVe a lot in common. We love to go out dancing, watching.movies. and just
cuddling together on a Saturday
night. I know girls think that
the only thing a guy wants is
sex, but that's not always the
case. We didn't even kiss on
the first date. But let's be real.
as any relationship progresses it
is only natural that you want
to share EY,.ERYTHING with
each other. Here's my problem: I love it when she gives me
oral stimulation, but she says
she doesn't like to swaIIo\\t
What's up with that? I mean,
is it really too much to ask for
her to be a good litde girl and
give me what I want instead of
spitting. It just makes me fed
~eap when she does that.

I don't know reaDy how to
put thi$. and I feel $Jpid asking. but I just need some
advice. It's just that whenever I
stan really enjoying what my
boyfriend does in bed, I get all
seIf-conscience and shy. I'm
just afraid that if I let myself
go to that extreme pleasurable
feeling, my boyfriend will think
my faces. noises, and twitches
are crazy and wein;l I get so
worried that I can't even
otgam at aD. Is there s0mething wrong with me? How
can I get over it and just enjoy
it?

-Sticky Situation

Well. Sticky.
Can't you just be happy

that she is willing to go south
on you? You should feel lucky
, because there are lots of girls
out there that won't even go
that far. You can·t tUlly foIce
her to do it, and if you tty then
that might cause even more
problems. Besides. why does
she even have to swallow? It
sounds like you're having your
fun without it.
As for being a "'good little
girl, It let me tell you that there
is reaDy nothing "good" about
swallowing. And the Center for
Disease Contml dbes not recommend the practl(:e of ingesting any .bodiJy ftuid like that. I
mean, you may not be at risk
for anything like that. but it
still is not recom.men.ded. So
just think about her feelings on
thematt£r and respect it. Just
be happy with what you're get-

ting.

-Shy in Bed
Dear Shy.
Have you ever heard the
Eagle's sing. ..Get Over It-?
Well, that should be your new
motto. You should not feel at
all seJf~ or shy abOut
your reactions to the way you
are feeling when your man Fts
it right. ~ he wants to
witness you squirm and hear
your wild. squeaky sounds. He
thinks, .Wow, I just did thatt"

As for something being
wrong with you, there is defi·
nitely not! To a lot of women
it is a big deal to lose all control
and let yourself fed like that. I
mean. when you are climaxing.
you are at your most vulrlerable
and most exposed. 'Iiy closing
your eyes and lotgetting that he
is even there. Just concentrate
on the feeling. I know this
might be hard. but just focus on
how great you feel.
If you are still having shy.ness issues. remember that your
paltner loves the feeling of you
climaxing. The more you

gyrate &om what he has done
to you, the bettet;

Dear Woman2Woman,
[ am currently in a relationship with a female that is two
years younger than me. 70 percent of the time she acts immature but the other 30 percent i
what I am worried about. I have
noticed recently that her behavior
is
somewhat immature and
unpleasant. I am trying to overlook this behavior because I do
care about her. If I want to maintain the relationshi~how do
" bridge the gap?

Felipe Garcia
Business Management Major
Daysh.a:
Felipe, Although
your girlfriend may not be Miss
Congeniality, it does not mean
that she is immature. Even if she
doe act immature, age isn't the
reason for it. Experience, or lack
of it may be the cau e. The bottom line, Felipe, is that a partner
is supposed to compliment you
and if she does not then you
need to break your ties.
Kayatta:
Let's be honest
with each other Felipe. You and
this little girl have obviously
grown' close to one another and
you want to maintain that relationship with her. However, don't
settle for les. She i a bit
younger and obviou ly still in the
cene of wanting to have fun and
enjoy her life. Are you ure that
you are not a stick in the mud?
You seem very developed and

mature. I just hope that 'ou can
till maintain the spontanei
and laughter in your relation hip.
It can't be all work and no pIa ~
But if things are unbearabi and
childi h then do tell her like
Martin tell Pam, Tomm , and
Cole to "Get to teppin."

Dear Woman2Woman,
What are women reall ' 100 ing for, they al1 say he T want a
ecure relation hip with a gu'
they can depend on. I feel that 1
can fit that category but can not
find anything other than a onenight stand. In the la t year I
have met three nice young ladie .
On three separate occas ions I
went out with each girl w had
fun and ended up going home or
wherever. After sJX!nding time
with each girl, somehow or another I found out that all three of
them either had boyfriend or
were married. Is thi all I can
expect, or is there a chance of a
real relationship in thi day and
age? All three girl were nice,
0 whef are
sweet, and classy.
the women who are faithful and
truthful? Plea e don't ay church
either because I am not religiou .
Actually a ni e guy.
Art tudio major
Daysha: Dear Art major,
Poor Baby .... welcom to the
club!
ow you obviou I aren't
looking in the right places or for

the right thin . Hon
too man' ingl ~ mal
find Mr. Right. Ta
Mrs. Righ i definit 1 ou theli
But b traigh up in th b nning. As th chi n head if h
ha a man prior to your chan 0
a date with yet another 0
of
our infamou bam ard fri nd .
Be car I thou h becau
em to

heart and

from that curabl lonel di as)
It might no
ven
that
u
want a woman in your lif"
ou
might ju t want orne companion hip.
Rem mber, you ali
young and in chool...try prioritizing your lif, with hool and
your famil. When you t ou
ery raT< th

on tra ,and hav you
pare omethin on th id for a
rainy da . Don' I th
pimp ou. 0 ou 'an to
1 plac or la ? Be on top 0
your gam and rever h rol for
a chang.

oman.
Thank you for reading and continuing with a ne
answer all que tions-male or female. However, thi i
above were originated by a real male tudent at Coa tal Carolina Univ rsit'. Ho 'ev r, th nam
the gentlemen were altered for priva ' purpo e. Remember that Woman2Woman i d igna d fo
everyone. It is not a woman thang-just the point of vie of two women, with two totall diff; ren
perspectives. EVERYONE is invited to submit your question . Please send all letter and que tion
to Kayatta and Daysha at workme4real@yahoo.com or The Chanticleer.
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managing editor
Sound familiar? You've just been awakened by
one of those "wax it off' infomercials. You slowly role
over, wearing last nights clothes, and realize its only
seven in the morning. Trying to recall exactly how you
made it home from the previous evening, you look in
the mirror only to be terrified by your own reflection.
You quickly come to the conclusion that you are either
going to die or never drink again. You also can't
decide on which is worse, the piercing headache or
the nausea feeling you get every time you move.
What you do know is, you have a class at 8:30 and
just can't get that damned crown and coke smell off
your breath.
You go to class with a liter size cup of coffee and
pray the day will end soon. Finally, after hours of
bathroom breaks and pointless lectures you head on
home only to sleep for the next 12 hours. The following day the pain has receded, but the memory of your
worst hangover will never fade.
For centuries, man has battled alcohol's wrath,
each culture devising their own unique method. The
Greeks, well known for their liberal lifestyles, used
cabbage to combat a nasty hangover. The Romans,
apparently not the brightest of men, experimented
with owl eggs, raw.
In today's society no one treatment is widely
accepted. A common myth is to eat something before
bed or drink a.lot of water. Another strategy is sleeping away the pain.
Noah Byrne, a sophomore here at CCU has his
own method. "I take a hard shot of vodka and throw
the empty glass at my mother!"
In an age of cloning and breast implants one
would think a "cure" or medication could be devised
in the recovery of a simple hangover. Unfortunately,
a treatment has yet to be discovered. Until than, the
Chanticleer has gathered a few helpful facts to help
ease your hangover blues.
Food is the first step to a successful recovery.
While consuming all those vodka tonics and bud
lights, excess liquids are flushing out vital nutrients
the average person needs to maintain a proper diet.
Refuel these lost nutrients and eat foods high in vitamins; fruits and vegetables are good front runners.
Fruits, like tomatoes and bananas are very successful in soothing a hangover. Bloody Mary's for
example, contain tomato juice and are said to be
extremely affective in the battle against hangovers.
Unfortunately, additional alcohol will only delay the
recovery process. Instead, eat some Campbell's
tomato soup or enjoy a bowl of mild salsa. Caution:
greasy foods and dairy products only cause further
discomfort, so fast foods like Papa Johns and Taco
Bell should be avoided.
Avoid the "high school drinking complex" and stick
to ,a specific drink. Stay clear of those sweet tasting
concoctions with the little umbrellas. They may taste

good, but Cocktail's Tom Cruise
says i best, they're "perfume c~"IIii"'~
going in, sewage going
out!" The sugars within
mask the alcohol's bitter
taste giving users the impression, "one more can't hurt!"
When the unsuspecting abuser
awakens, that sugary delight won't taste
so sugary coming back up!
When shopping for alcohol, ignore that
college instinct to buy so-called bargain
liquor and go the extra mile. Alcohol is distilled and purified for smoothness and quality. The higher the quality, the easier it'll be to
function the following morning. Stay clear of
any liquors sold in plastiC bottles; they are cheap
because they've most likely been distilled in a bathtub somewhere in West Virginia. Think about it, have
you ever once seen the cast of Dukes of Hazard
smile after consuming Uncle
Jessie's
"famous"
moonshine? Well have
you?
Last but surly not
least, try to avoid dark
colored liquors at all
costs. This
includes
whiskey, scotch, bourbon,
brandy, and rum. Colored alcohol
contains high levels of congeners
which determine how strong and how
long a hangover will linger. According to
Barracuda Magazine, "Brandy, rum, and
scotch have about six times the amount of congeners as gin. Bourbon has about eight times
more congeners than gin, and about 30 times as
much as vodka!"
No matter how one chooses to
confront a hangover the inevitable truth still lingers,
"It won't be the last!" Whether one chooses to vent
their pain through attacking family members or just
sleeping away the day, try utilizing the advice offered,
it just might prove useful.
Webtender.com contributed to this article.

College life can be
stressful; loads of
school work,
. bs, sports, and
this tension can
easily lead to a
drinking or drug
problem. Pay attention to
the signs and keep aware of
your surrondings. If you feel you
,or even a friend, may have a drug
related problem please contact
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission in Conway (2486291). For more literature on
the signs of drug/alcohol
addiction, contact
Conway Hospital's
24 hr. Help Line,

()
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EDITORIAL:

From Clinton
to Bush

What's Up With That'?

The
B

I OL

ER r:I E

staff writer

taff Editorial
Minne. ota Dail ' (U. 1innesota)

(U-\VIRE)

11

n't und r t nd peopl
that d n't
I d ncr h
fat

EAPOLI

unit:, of our ,
,d pit
onin vit bl,
tentiou nature of pre idential
politic, a certain amount of
diploma y i e p ted durin
inaugural. It wa not inevitabl ,
however, that the return of th
Bu he to the Whit Hou c
would oin ide with um a mpletc re olution of Clinton' pre idem:.: -- and legal trouble ..
Considering hm' re olut Iy
divided American are about
Bu h' pre idcnc)" it i difficult to
convin<.:e 'orne that Bu. h' sp e h
did have flaw, and other that it
did have merit. Bu h only briefl .
mentioned the contentiou detion through whi h h obtain d
the pre idem_')', or th degree to
which a clear victor \ rill probabl '
never be known. It wa -- lik
many inaugural -- filled \ rith
broadly app aIing platitude
ab ut "ju ti e," "opportunitv" and
"respon ibilit r." AI 0 it \ 'a innappropriat for him to use th
speech to en urag upport for
specific element of hi politi al
agenda, like hi tax Lut -- although
thi i Jl( t un omOlon. And ertainly he doesn't fully agree "rith
many of the pee h' entim nts
about inequaHt: and pr judi ,
e pe ially the tatement that
" orne American re limited b ...
hidden prejudke and th cir~m
stance of their birth." Th inau-

it
one ",ould b

effort to indict him

.
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_Think there's nothing to do on campus?
Tired of the same stuff every semester?

Come to our meeting and plan some new·
events for this semes~tlgF

Every Tuesday
4 PM -Student Center
Room 204
up coming topic CINO DAYI
'IHIRI I\.SI CAN YOU SflND SOMEO I
I\.SI'S MONIY AND GIT FRII FOOD A D
DRINKS?

Tues. Jan. 23, 2001 Musical Performer: Ste en L nch
Mon. Jan. 29,2001 Weekly Movie: Remember th T'ta
WoIp Pc

#

. ABC-TV

Feb a

Weekly o·e
all A d.
7&9P
Firs com soc.
Then comes the n ITO

[OMEDIA
Coastal Productions meets
every Tuesday at 4 PM in
Student Cent~r Rm. 204

DARREN [ARTER

MON. fEB. 12

Q
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
Lifeguards needed in North
Myrtle Beach for summer season. Will train,
no experience, affordable housing. Apply
www.nsbslifeguards.com
200101

Fraternities. Sororities
Clubs. Student Groups
Earn $1 ,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event.
No
sales
required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
50 call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at
(888)
923-3238,
or visit campu5fundrajser.com .

PHOTOGRAPHERS &
Sports Writers needed
IMMEDIATELY
Photographers with and
eye for happening news
needed immediately If
Interested,
e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu
subject: Photographer
Sports writers needed to
report on athletic events,
news and happenings.
Interested,
e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu
subject: Sports wri~~

Travel

For Sale

Refrigerator
Full size, in great condition - left over from previous relationship. Priced
to go at only $100 or
best offer. Call Dan at
(843) 236-9451.
200106

DOGS FOR SALE
Litter of Full Blooded
German Shepherd puppies - 234-0608 200107

Fax (843) 349-2743
email to: chantads@coa taI.edu

Advertise

Spring Break 2 nd Advertise in the
Chanticleer!! !
Semester
Personals, help wanted,
Specials!!!
for sale, for rent, profesCancu from $439 with
most reliable air. Meals
and drinks available.
Space limited, call today.
Group organizers travel
FREE! 1-800-SURFSUP or www.studentexpress.com.
200103

sional services, travel,
or any other needs. Sell
it, find it or rent it for just
$1 per line. Add features for just $.25 each.
Contact the Chanticleer
at 349-2380 or
chantads@coastal.edu.

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 BEDROOMl2 BATH
1901 AIRPORT ROAD, CONWAY
$ 450.00/MONTH
WASHER/DRYER
CONTACT GLORIA HATCHER
@(804) 739-7477

I·

CHANTICLEER
Interactive

200102

Attention Students!
Are you a student leader?
Do you want to make a
difference
your campus commuOlty? Do you
enJoy working with others?Are you interested in
health issues on college
campuses? Would you
like to enhance your
resume & personal
skills? If · YES; come
JOin the Peer Health
Educators. For more
inforamtion : Drop by
Student Health Services
or call 347-7466 by
January 29, 2001

Benjamin, Hughes garner
NSCAA All-South Team
honors
Senior forward Mario Benjamin
and junior defender Tyler Hughes have
been . elected by the National Soccer
Coache Association of America to
the NCAA All-South Division I Team.
Benjamin was named Second
Team All-South Division I after coring 10 goals and five assists in hi senior eason. He was at 0 selected to his
second traight Big South AllConference Team. Hughe' was honored with Third Team All-South
Division I.
After leading the
Chanticleer defense, for three con ecutive season, he earned his third Big
South All-Conference First Team
selection and wa: named to the 2000
Big South All-Academic Team.

Butler tabbed Big South's
Player of the Week
Torrey Butler was honored by the
Big South Conference as the Wingate

InnlDays Inn Player of the Week for
the week of Jan 1-7, 200 1. This is the
first time that a CCU men's basketball
player has been honored with this
award since Rodney Dupre was
named in 1998.
Butler, a junior guard, averaged
18.5 point in four games during the
time period covered by thi award
including his 25 against Clem on and
23 at Mis ouri. For the ea on,
Butler leads the team in scoring and is
second in rebounding.

the All-National Team for First Year
Programs. Wisse, a junior forward,
led the quad with six goals and 12
assi ts, which ranked fifth in the
NCAA Division I statistics and led the
Big South Conference. Frestunan forward, Turner 'cored seven goals for
the season.
This marks the fifth year that
Soccer Buzz magazine has honored
fIrst year programs. This season, nine
programs were eligible for honor in
this category.

Kovacs, Thrner and Wisse
earn national recognition

Jeanne Lambert earns
academic honor

Freshman
defender Marissa
Kovacs has been named the National
Player of the Year and National
Freshman of the Year for Fir't Year
Program by Soccer Buzz Magazine.
Kovacs, who wa. named the Big South
Conference's Rookie of the Year,
scored five goals and po ted one assi. t
from her defensive position.
Fellow Lady Chants, Kri tin Wisse
and Tiffany Turner were also named to

Junior Jeanne Lambert ha been
named to the 2000 Verizon Academic
All-America University Division I
Women's Volleyball Team, which is
'elected by the College Sport.
Information Directors of America.
This is the second consecutive year
she has earned this honor.

College

credIts
for

taxpayers.
Up to $Iso 0
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Injury Bug Bites Big South
Several players, both in men's basketball and women's basketball have been sidelined for the year with injuries. UNCA's women's team lost center Tonisha
Jackson in their first Conference game to an ACL injury. Radford's women just
got the services of Cody Silker back from a broken foot. On the men's side
Winthrop was counting on Co-Preseason Player of the Year Greg Lewis to
lead th.em to a third straight title: but Lewis is done for the year with a foot injury.
To make matters worse, Winthrop has been without the services of Eyo Effiong
for the last five games.

The 20s and 30s Club
Indiv~dual scoring in Big South women's basketball has been on the high side as
of late. UNCA's Jessica Guarneri posted 32 points and 18 rebounds against
High Point and Winthrop's Charlotta Wennefors · scored 34 points
against College of Charleston. Liberty's Michelle Fricke and Radford's Kylie
Williamson both notched a 30-point performance this season. Coastal
Carolina's Brooke Weisbrod, who has scored in double figures in every game
this season, has scored 20 or more points seven times this season. Charleston
Southern's Erin Jedlikowski has scored 24-plus points three; times this season
and Elon's Loretta Lawson has posted 21 points or better four times this year.

Rowell, Lovett Earn Men's Awards
Elon's Brendon Rowell led his team to a Conference win over Liberty, posting
28 points to pick up the Men's Player of the Week Award. U C Asheville'
Allan Lovett was named the Men's Rookie of the Week after he scored a careerhigh 20 points to lead the Bulldogs to a win over Charleston Southern. Keep up
with the Player and Rookie of the week awards by downloading the Men'
Basketball Report at www.BigSouthSports.com
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College basketball fan can regi ter to in 0 ti
en
IDal
Four in Minneapoli courtesy of Old mobile. Attend a Big outh on er n
basketball or top by a participating Pizza Hut in the A he ill, . . area gam
to register.

1,000 in ree Phillip
Plane -.. '........... ........
,

Big outh fan can enter to win two free roundtrip airline ti
in the continental United State courte of Delta and 1
in ff'l
from Phillip 66. Stop by a participating Phillip 6 station to regi ter.
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in th rop repeat as the men s ba ketball Conferenc champi n
marked the first time since the 1990- 1 ea on that a team h repeated a th
South champ and the first time in League hi tory that a tean h mad a r tum
oppo it i tru.
trip to the eAA Tournament. But on the omen ide
With only three teams in Conference hi tory e er winning t
rown Lib
Radford Campbell) there ha e been e eral repea not to m nti n a fe thJi peats and e en a three-peat repeat. Only 0 program in Big uth
basketball history Radford and Liberty ha ad ranced t th
AA .
Each week leading up to the NCAA Tournament we will eatun a fa toid about
the Big South Conference and the history of the Conferen e Tournam nt and th
NCAA Tournament.
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Wennefors, Losonczy amed
Women's Award Winners
Winthrop's Charlotta Wennefors led Winthrop to two victories last week,
including a Conference win over Elon to earn the Women s Player of the Week
award. Charleston Southern freshman Marta Losonczy was named the
Women's Rookie of the Week for scoring 37 points in two games to lead the
Lady Bucs to two key League victories. Keep up with the Player and Rookie of
the week awards by downloading the Women's Basketball Report from the
women's basketball web page at www.BigSouthSports.com.

Register to Win at Advance Auto Parts
Big South fans be sure go to your local Advance Auto Parts to register to win
the Ultimate Vacation Package to Wild Dunes Resort in Charleston, SC with
round-trip transportation provided by Amtrak. You can also win two Big South
Basketball Championship Ticket Books, VIP Passes to the tournament, overnight
accommodations in Roanoke and $100 in Advance Auto Part gift certificates.
While at Advance Auto Parts, stock up on Valvoline motor oil. If you purcha e
six quarts of Valvoline motor oil, you can recieve an Official Gatorade port
Package and a buy-one-get-one free ticket book voucher, good at the Big outh
Championships in Roanoke, Va.
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Close games highlight .season
By NIcole Service
staff writer
It hasn't exactly been an easy
season for the Lady Chanticleers,
but it has nonetheless been exciting and recently sprinkled with
incredible highlights.
December 20 was a big day for
the women's basketball team at
Coastal; they pulled out a squeaker against East Tennessee State,
74-71.' With thirty seconds
remaining, Coastal led by only one
point. After Michelle Rodriguez
connected on the first of two free
throws, East Tennessee's Erin
Thurman missed a jumper with
just seven seconds remaining.
Coastal's freshman Crystal Brown
grabbed the rebound, was fouled,
and made the second free throw
that became the final point of the
game. When Thurman took the
ball for a last ditch effort to tie the
game with a three-pointer, Bown
stole the ball from behind as the
buzzer sounded.
One of the reasons why
Coastal was able to win this hard
fought game was because of
Brooke Weisbrod's 28 points, and
her effort did not go unappreciatThe senior guard from
ed.
Cincinnati, Ohio was named Big
South's Women's Basketball
Player of the Week.
Weisbrod became the second
player in Lady Chanticleer's history to score 1,000 career points,
300 rebounds, 200 seals, and 200
assists. As of December 20, she
had scored 1,037 points, had 316
rebounds, 204 assists and 210
steals.
The Lady Chants rang in the
new year by trompling the Brevard
College
Tornados, 82-43, on
January third. During this game,

SPORTS HEALTH'

Hootin' and
hollerin' can be
healthy
By REBECCA PARKER
sports editor

courtesy photo

Senior guard, Brooke Weisbrod, dribbles past Winthrop on her way to a
victory with the Lady Chants on Staruday.

the younger players
on the
Coastal team did the bulk of the
work. Brown netted 14 points and
14 rebounds; Weisbrod and freshman Whitney Shearer scored 12
points
each, and freshman
Miranda Dunn pitched in 10
points of her own. Senior Alison
Bach led the team with 16 points.
But the season hasn't been
entirely filled with wins and honors. Coastal lost to Radford, 5849, in the Big South Conference
opener on January sixth. The
Chanticleers led 20-14 with about
nine minutes left in the first half,
but by halftime the were down 2724. They cut the lead down to two
early in the second half, but that
was the closest they came to taking the lead despite Weisbrod's 18
point effort. Two days later, the
Lady Flames of Liberty topped
the CCU, 61-44. The Chants
came within one point of the
Flames' halftime lead, but two sec-

ond half spurts led Liberty to victory.
But Coastal came back strong
on January 20 against Winthrop
with a 75-54 victory led by three
starters with 18 points or more.
The Lady Chants built a 10-point
lead just 3 :40 into first half play.
and they didn't slow down from
there. Although Winthrop came
within six, Bach's second half
three-point opener and gave the
Chants the extra push they needed. Weisbrod scored a game high
22 points, and Bach and
Rodriguez added 18 points each.
Coastal improved to 8-7 overall
and 2-3 in Big South Conference
play.
The Lady Chanticleers will
return home on Friday, January 26
to do battle against Big South
enemy Charleston Southern at
10:00 p.m. The game will be televised live on College Sports
Southeast.

With the super bowl looming
on us and March Madness ju t
around the comer, some fanatical
sports enthusiasts are getting out
their face (body) paint and work.ng on their round bellies to
proudly display on Tv.
As their team battles it out,
the e fervent fans yell, cheer, and
sometimes jump around to show
their pleasure or discontent. The
games intensity can switch from
one team to the other, and some
worry about what the waves of
game-induced emotions do to a
true team devotee.
For decades researchers have
conducted studies and written
articles on what drives a person to
form deep ties with their teams.
By monitoring the vital signs of
eager fans, hormonal and other
physiological changes seem to parallel the games intensity. But is
this a good or bad thing for a persons health?
Researchers say it all depends
on the fan. Zealous supporters are
sometimes characterized negatively such as if a lonely person tries
to mask a lack of self-esteem or as
an outlet to unleash pent-up
aggression. Newer studies have
shown the opposite, however.
Deep loyalties can actually be positive by fostering fee!ings of selfworth and may actually promote

general well-being.
Daniel Wann, author of the
book Sports Fans: The Psychology
and Social Impact of Spectators,
theorizes that there is a decline in
various institutions in society,
such as family and religion. So
people are finding new things to
identify with to fill the void, but it
seems that these positives are only
dramatic if the team is in the fans
back yard .. Wann found that .fans
of local teams tend to enjoy higher levels of tension, depression,
anger, fatigue, and confusion. It
gives them
sense theres something grander than the self, that
they're not alone," Wann said. A
fan with a team in another city or
state doesn't reap the benefit from
the social connections with their
brethren fans.
A painted face, however, is not
always a happier face. For some
fans a team and a game can
become
too
important.
Psychologists say that obsession
over anything is unhealthy When
someone gets obsessive and compulsive and petfectionistic about
their commitment to the team, the
fan becomes a fanatic.
But Wann and other psychologists believe people who dress up
in a wacky costume, paint their
faces team colors and go nuts at a
game are not hurting anything but
are actually promoting good
health.
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Daytona Beach - 'cheer' we cOll}e
By Nicole Service
staff writer
It may seem like a slow year in
sports at Coastal, but the cheerleading squad is doing something
that has never been done here
before. On April 4-7, they will be
competing in Daytona Beach,
the National
Florida, for
Collegiate
Cheerleading
Competition.
The sqaud
qualified for the competition by
sending in a skills video with
tumbling, basket tosses, stunts,
and more. There are about 30 to
35 other teams from the Big
South Conference, Division 1, but
only about 20 or 25 will actUally

make it to Florida. The squad is
practicing six days a week at all
hours of the night and early in the
morning to prepare for the comThe sqaud will be
petition.
onstage and in front of an audience of 20,000 people for about
two and a half minutes, but it is
the most important two and a
half minutes of their cheering
careers.
"We'll be ready on time,
and we're nervous but really excited. The squad has come a long
way, and the three seniors (Chris
Prosser, Brett
Hysinger, and
Roger Brown) have been waiting
for four years for this opportunity," Chris Prosser said.

Prosser, the captain of the
squad, is out of the action right
now because of a dislocated
shoulder, but he should be ready
for battle by competition time.
Each squad competes against
teams in their division, the Big
South Conference in Coastal's
case, and go through finals and
finally a champion of the division. One squad will be named
best overall.
Coach Mike Court is optimistic about the team's chances.
"Of course I want to win, but
making the finals would definitely
be an accomplishment for the
team."

Are Bowl Games Out of Hand?
continued from Al2
schedules, aI1d polls. The top two
teams determined by this system
get to duke it out on the field in
the national championship game,
but the remained three BCS bowl
games get to pick who plays in
them from the remaining teams
in the chosen conferences.
Maybe that is how a 9-2 Notre
Dame team and 8-3 Purdue
snuck in there past the more
deserving 10-1 Hokie~ from
Virginia Tech.
Then there is the whole
"series" thing. Isn't a series a
number of things or events of the

same class coming one after another? I mean could someone explain
why every sports league in
America, from the Ping Pong
league on up, has a championship
tournament except the granddaddy of all college sports?
So maybe sometime in the
near future, the head honchos of
college football will wake-up and
realize that the BCS and some of
the not-as-well-known bowls, such
as the ones played in Mobile,
Alabama, should be flushed down
another kind of bowl, the toilet
bowl.
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Hoops picking up pee
Men's team wins against Elon
By REBECCA
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Although a 4-12 overall record
may not eem impressive, the
men's basketball team ha:; taned
to pick up speed and hit their
stride a they enter into conference pIa ~
A rigorous out-of-conference
schedule again t top ranked team
such as Virginia, Georgetown and
Georgia left the Chant with a 1-9
record, - but head coach Pete
Strickland still felt hi team had a
chance in the Big South.
"While I wi h that we would
have a few more win to show for
the improvement that we have
made this sea on, I definitel ' feel
that the pre-conference schedule
ha us prepared for our Big South
Conference battles, " Strickland
said. "The team has howed
improvements as the sea on has
progre sed and it is now time that
we put it all together for the Big
South stretch."
As other student went home
for Chri tma break, the men
stayed behind to battle orne local
foes. On Dec. 22, Coastal went to
the hardcoun again t the Citadel
at the Myrtle Beach Convention
Center. CCU was able to put
another check in the "W" column
with an 85-74 victory over the
Bulldogs.
After the Christmas holiday,
the men's team took on a duo of
Tiger from
Clemson and
Missouri.
Coastal led Clemson by as
many a 18 points in the fir t half
and went in at halftime with a 4128 lead. However, the Tiger cam
back in the econd half OUU coring
the Chants 27-53 to end the up et
and take the game 68-81.
Next. the Chanticleers headed
to Columbia, Mis ouri to take
another Tiger by the tail. Ju t
trailing the University of Mi ouri
by five points at halftime, CCU
hoped to add another win to their
season record.
However, the
Tigers u ed a second half surge to
pull away and shut down the
Chants 61-75.
After having a few days off to
practice, Coastal headed to
Radford, Virginia to meet the
Highlanders. Coastal eventually
10 t the game 97-104, but it wa
hard fought and went to double
overtime. There were 19 lead
change and the score was tied 10
times. This was the second Big
South Conference loss for the
Chants.
The next Big South foe CCU
had to face was the Flames from

J

Dlenne SprInklelstaft

Coastal's Carl Moser watches as his shot faNs throught the goal as
attempts a free throw during the second half against Elon on Saturday.

Liberty. This game went down to
the wire after Liberty took a 65-64
lead with 1:50 remaining in the
game. The Chant were able to
capitalize on three Liberty mi cue in the time remaining and
cored even unanswered points
for the conference win (71-65).
Torrey Butler and Brandon ewby
led the coring with 1 point
each, while junior Justin Bunon
had a perfect 5-for-5 from the
field including 4-for-4 behind the
three-point arc to core 14 poin .
CCU netted 11 three-point field
goals a they were 1 I-for-l from
long range.
hant got to
Finally. the
return to the "Chicken Coop" on
Jan. 20, to take on another Big
South Conference foe. Elon
College. The fan carne out tD
welcome back their team and
cheer them on to a victory. Stellar
defense and hot hooting broke

I NSTANT

the game wide open a CC vent
on a 16-2 run in the middle of th
first half. Five player contributed
to the 16 point run, including a
thr e-point r
by
0 Trick
Robin on. The fir t half wa
clo ed out b ' another thre -pointer from Butler; and the Chan
headed to the 1 ker room rith a
43-21 lead.
Elon 'u t would not go away in
the cond half and we~ abl to
clo e the gap to within nine with
5 econd remaining in the gam .
That was a clo e a they got,
though.
ewby and Alvin Gre n
each hit a pair of fre throw, and
Oliver Hin kson'
breakawa
dunk fini hed off the Phoenix at
the buzzer with a COfi 75-60.
With two tmight conference
victorie under their belt. th
hanticleers are gaining confidence and are hop ful for th re
of tl.eir conference play.
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Even though Wi are in the
south, someho a moo ha wandered into the area. On January
], 200 I, Warren "Moo ".KOeg I
officially too the reign a th
Athletic Director here a U .
As I too have donned the TIl nam of "Antlered Wond r", 1
'an ed to it do m and cha with
Koegel. Moo to Moo
and
find ou about the man und r
the antlers.
Q- Where did you get the
nickname "Moose" from?
A- Well. it goes bac to wh
I actually played ba ball I as in
little league. and we went to th
playoff: to get: into the world
series. I'm from
York ongJnally. and I happend to play first
base and wear number 14 At
that time. the
York YaM
were the best team in baseball and
had a first baseman b the name
Moo
kowron. So the gu on
the team called me moose, then I
grew mto the name
Q- I know you played your
college football under Joe
Paterno. What was it like
playing for such a legendary
coach?
A- Obviou 1 • Coach Paterno
i extremely succes ful and there
are many reasons for it. He i a
disciplinary. He' a very positive
person. He tand for aU the
right thing, and he reall
preached academics 'WI all graduated There was one pIa er m
the three years that I played at
Penn tate that did not graduate
on time, but h
nt ba and got
hi degree years later.
We went undefeated two eMS
and won the Orange Bowl two
years in a row. It w: a grea

room
whIch Will
du out a n
.and

and

experience.

Q.. How did
get into
thletic administration?
Y
did you get into the fidel?
A- I loved athleti from
time I was very, very small. I had
very supportive parents. Then
my two brothers and I. an high
school, all played football, basketball, and baseball, one right after
the other. So I knew athletics was
going to be something I wanted
to do. Then I went to college and
played football, then on to pro
football. My decision wasil' a
tough one.
lhen a coach, lleamed
to be an administrator. 1hen I

it was being tel

pleased.
I'm lookin
lengmg the uden
ofour gam .
and WIth
football It'll hopefully add
that. There I aIwa room
impro\'anen .

UPCOMING

SCHEDULE

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS.

Charleston Southern, Fri. Jan. 26, 10 PM
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Charleston Southern, Fri.· Jan. 26, 7:35 PM'
College of Charleston, Mon. Jan 29, 7:35 PM

VS.
VS.
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Are Bowl Games
Out of Hand?

coo

u

ew Year's day is a college

N football fan's dream.

People across the nation stretch
out on the couch and zone in to
their television to watch the
"best of the best" play it out on
the field. At least that is the
way it used to be.
Nowadays, football bowl
games start on December 20,
and keep going until the coronation of a national champion
on January 3. This year there
were a total of 25 games spread
over this 15-day stretch. Who
can actually watch that much
football?
Bowl games have sprouted
up faster than baby-hair goatees
at a dot.com start up. It seems
that any company or person
willing to shell out the cash can
get a bowl game with their
name on it. With the click of a
mouse, we now see
GalleryFurniture.com and
Insight.com preceding what
used to be the prestigious word,
bowl. These games have turned
into meaningless three-hour corporate advertisements.
Do not get me wrong, I
think bowl gam~s are a great
way to showcase the hard work
and deserved admiration of the
top teams in the NCAA, but
there has to be a limit. There
are only 12 conferences, which
means there should be about 10
to 12 bowl games to determine
the national champion. That
way only the deserving few will
be in the spotlight. It seems
that the expanding amount of
bowls has cheapened their significance. Once they were a
reward for an exceptional season. Now they are almost a
given for a 6-5 record.
Then there is the supposed
Bowl Championship Series, otherwise known as the BCS,
which was supposed to retain
the prestige of bowl games. For
those of you that don't know, it
consists of the Rose Bowl, Sugar
Bowl, Orange Bowl, and Fiesta
Bowl, and the championship
game rotates among the four.
The BCS is supposed to determine a "true" national champion by using the most confusing
method possible, using stats,
continued on page Al 0

Coastal
Carolina
track teams
excel at
first mee~

E

STORY

BY

REBECCA

ven though it was 40 degrees outside and
the wind was blowing strong, the CCU
track teams kicked off their season on
December 2nd at the Coastal Track.
The men's team proved that the weather could
not hinder them by defeating Charleston Southern
and Winthrop, two Big South Conference rivals.
After losing last year's team MVP Tyler McCart to
graduation, the newcomers have had to pick up the
slack. Freshman Matt Roden did just that by tossing the hammer 45.51 meters. He defeated last
year's Big South runner-up and took the event.
Roden also earned 2nd place in the weight throw
with a 14.4 meter throw. Teammate Nick Kenworthy,
a junior transfer from Phoenix, hurled his weight an
impressive 13.08 meters to earn a third place fmish
behind Roden.
Other event winners included freshman Rob Pavia
in the 400m (53.29 seconds), senior Jarek Kulecsza
in -the 200m (23.58 sec.), and sophomore Ja on
Andrews in the 800m (I :58.48 sec.).
The women also battled the cold and came
through with impressive individual perfomances.
Brisk headwinds seemed to give some runners the
most trouble. "The wind was blowing so hard that I
was running my hardest, but it didn't feel like I was
moving," freshman Kristin Rupert said.
Sophomore standout Amber Campbell once again
proved why she was last year's outdoor track and
field MVP She set two personal records in the hammer throw and 20-pound weight throw. In the hammer throw, Campbell won the event with a throw of
51.85 m. Her weight throw of 18.72 m was a huge
step for her because it is one meter higher than the
provisional qualifying mark. Campbell finished off
the day "by placing first in the shot put and winning
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a total of three events.
Campbell was not the only CCU athlete to
place in a thrOwing events. Annette Purdy
finished second behind Campbell in the
hammer throw. Her 51.85 m heave is
over her personal record of 51.20 m.
Another first place finisher for the
ladies was Lisa Holsinger in the pole
vault. She was able to clear the 9 foot .
pole and take the event.
Next, the men and women headed
indoors to compete in the 20-team
Clemson Invitational.
The two-day event was a success for many
athletes, including Campbell.
With her
weight throw of 59 feet, 3.5 inches, she was
able to qualify for the NCAA indoor track
and field nati~mal championships in
March. Campbell finished second just 5.5
inches behind Clemson's Janine Moton.
Both qualified to travel to Arkansas for
the
Division
I
National
Championships by surpassing the
qualifying standard of 55 feet, 8
inches.
Purdy also fared well in the
weight throw fmishing fourth while
teammates Natasha Elliott and
Aaryn Munson were sixth (5:33.10) and
eighth (5:40.66), respectively, in the mile run.
The next competition for the indoor tracksters will
be In Johnson City, Tennessee for the Ikon Office
Solution Invitational.

